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Abstract

Introduction: Controlled ankle motion (CAM) boots are a below‐knee orthotic device

prescribed for the management of foot and ankle injuries to reduce ankle range of

motion (RoM) and offload the foot and ankle whilst allowing continued ambulation

during recovery. There is a lack of clarity within the current literature surrounding the

biomechanical understanding and effectiveness of CAM boots.

Aims: To summarise the biomechanical effects of CAM boot wear as an orthotic for

restricting ankle RoM and offloading the foot.

Methods: A systematic literature review was conducted in accordance with the

PRISMA 2020 guidelines. All papers were independently screened by two authors for

inclusion. Methodological quality was appraised using Joanna Briggs Critical Appraisal

checklists. A narrative synthesis of all eligible papers was produced.

Results: Thirteen studies involving 197 participants (113 male and 84 female) were

included. All studies were quasi‐randomised and employed a within‐study design, of

which 12 studies included a control group and a range of CAM boots were investigated.

CAM boots can be seen to restrict ankle RoM, however, neighboring joints such as the

knee and hip do have kinetic and kinematic compensatory alterations. Plantar pressure

of the forefoot is effectively redistributed to the hindfoot by CAM boots.

Conclusion: The compensatory mechanisms at the hip and knee joint during CAM boot

wear could explain the secondary site pain often reported in patients, specifically at the

ipsilateral knee and contralateral hip. Although CAM boots can be used to restrict ankle

motion, this review has highlighted a lack of in‐boot kinematic analyses during CAM

boot use, where tracking markers are placed on the anatomical structure rather than on

the boot, or through video fluoroscopy, urging the need for a more robust methodo-

logical approach to achieve this. There is a need for studies to assess the biomechanical

alterations caused by CAM boots in populations living with foot and ankle pathologies.

Future research, adopting a longitudinal study design, is required to fully understand

the effectiveness of CAM boots for rehabilitation.

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, pro-

vided the original work is properly cited.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A controlled ankle motion (CAM) boot is a below‐knee orthotic de-

vice which encapsulates the foot and ankle, as well as the shank

depending on the model, often prescribed for the management of

foot and ankle injuries [1, 2], including the Achilles tendon rupture

and metatarsal fractures. They are also prescribed for other medical

conditions such as foot ulceration in patients with diabetes mellitus

[3]. The purpose of a CAM boot is to allow patients to continue

ambulation whilst protecting and immobilising the foot and ankle,

and offloading the foot and ankle complex [2].

Different pathologies are often treated with the use of different

“styles” of CAM boots; with “tall” CAM boots better suited to those

pathologies requiring greater immobilisation, such as acute Achilles

tendon rupture where the foot is fixed during the initial 2 weeks [1,

4], whilst “short” CAM boots are prescribed due to their greater

convenience and suitability to pathologies that predominantly

require offloading, such as diabetes mellitus for healing of plantar

ulcerations [1, 5]. CAM boot designs vary greatly; variation in CAM

boot rocker soles, such as the thickness of the sole unit, can alter

biomechanical gait characteristics (e.g., joint angles) during walking

[6], as a result of the incurred leg length discrepancy (LLD) caused by

the thickness on the CAM boot sole unit when used with standard

footwear at the contralateral limb. However, there are devices that

can be used to offset this LLD, with the use of a shoe leveler or “even‐
up” worn beneath the sole of the contralateral limb. It has been

shown that counteracting and minimising the LLD can have a positive

effect on the pain experienced at the knee and hip [7].

CAM boots can be used to reduce plantar pressure around

affected areas of the foot, thus allowing for the healing of soft tissue,

such as plantar wounds (e.g., ulcers) caused by peripheral neuropathy

[5]. Although frequently used, rigid CAM boots are suggested to be of

a sub‐optimal design for the healing of such wounds because the

immobilisation that a CAM boot achieves, alongside this reduction in

plantar pressure, can have detrimental effects to the healing process

for patients with already poor or restricted blood flow to the lower

extremities [8]; Increasing the risk of complication associated with

stasis and loss of the venous calf pump, such as deep vein thrombosis

and pulmonary embolism [9].

CAM boots are often prescribed as an alternative to plaster casts

because of their ability to be removed, which allows the wound to be

regularly checked and cleaned making them more hygienic [10, 11].

Further to this, Beck et al. [11] illustrated no significant difference in

pain between the two treatment options, whilst CAM boots boasted

a significantly greater range of motion (RoM) and higher patient

satisfaction, likely because of the ability to complete ongoing physical

therapy during treatment in a CAM boot [12]. When used in tibial

fracture patients, CAM boots allow faster return to weight‐bearing

and other daily activities without affecting the healing of the frac-

ture [13]. Furthermore, the earlier return to weight‐bearing allowed

by the CAM boot is associated with improved mobility, shorter

hospital stays, and an earlier return to work [14].

Where the CAM boot offers versatility in its application of uses,

it might not provide optimum care for all pathologies it is currently

used for, such as the potential implications for patients with poor

blood circulation, as referred to earlier. Furthermore, the period of

time the boot is used varies between conditions, with Achilles tendon

rupture patients spending up to 10 weeks in a CAM boot [15]

compared to diabetic foot ulceration where, typically, patients must

wear a CAM boot for 6–8 weeks [16]. This affects other joints, with

the alterations to gait caused by CAM boots having potential long‐
term consequences on neighboring joints like the hip and knee.

Ready et al. [2] suggest that CAM boots cause pain predominantly at

the ipsilateral knee, contralateral hip, and lower back, with one‐in‐
three patients reporting new or worsened pain 3 months post‐
CAM boot wear. The incurred LLD can also cause developments of

knee and hip osteoarthritis later in life [2, 17]. Therefore, given the

potential secondary site consequences of wearing a CAM boot, it is

important to understand the effectiveness of CAM boots when they

are implemented. A reduction in ankle RoM likely limits the joint's

ability to contribute to overall lower‐limb mechanical work, which is a

major contributor during walking [18, 19]. As a result, this reduced

work potential must be compensated for by the ipsilateral hip and

knee joints, or the contralateral limb, if gait speed is to be maintained.

This could suggest the reason for slower preferred walking speeds

often observed in CAM boot walking compared to shod condition

walking [6, 20]. This compensation by neighboring joints could lead to

secondary site injury and pain as reported by Ready et al. [2], which

could have subsequent effects and costs for the patients, especially

those of an older age who could see an early on‐set, or worsening of

osteoarthritis at the knee and hip due to overuse caused by the in-

crease in mechanical demand.

Given the discrepancies of the biomechanical effectiveness of

CAM boot wear in the literature, as well as the short and long‐term

pain and musculoskeletal injury risk, their efficacy could be ques-

tioned if the trade‐off between benefits does not outweigh the po-

tential risks when compared to the alterations caused by alternative

methods such as casting. Therefore, the aim of this review was to

summarise the biomechanical effects of CAM boot wear as an or-

thotic for restricting ankle RoM and offloading the foot. The objec-

tives of this review are to identify the specific changes in lower

extremity joint kinetics, kinematics, foot pressure, and spatiotem-

poral parameters of gait. This will develop an understanding of the

effect of CAM boot wear on patient function during use.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Protocol

The protocol was registered with PROSPERO (registration number

CRD42023453137). Reporting is in accordance with the Preferred

Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses

(PRISMA) guidelines [21].
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2.2 | Eligibility criteria

Both quantitative and qualitative studies evaluating the use and

effectiveness of CAM boots were included. No conference abstracts

were included in this review and limitations were placed to ensure

only peer‐reviewed papers were included. Further to this, only pub-

lications in the English language were included. Any systematic re-

views or meta‐analyses were excluded from the review. There were

no other restrictions on the study type.

2.3 | Population

No exclusions were placed on the age of participants used in studies

for this review. Only quasi‐randomised studies of healthy partici-

pants were included in this review, with any other study design

excluded. This allowed for complete analysis of the biomechanical

effects of CAM boots with the removal of patient populations

ensuring an understanding of boot mechanics only.

2.4 | Intervention

All included studies must use a CAM boot, defined here as a below

knee orthotic device encompassing the foot and ankle.

2.5 | Comparators

No specific concurrent comparator was required for study inclusion

in this review.

2.6 | Outcome measures

No restrictions were placed on outcome measures.

2.7 | Search strategy and study selection

The literature search was conducted on October 23, 2023 in the

following databases; SPORTDiscus, MEDLINE, CINAHL Complete,

and PubMed. Several searches were conducted combining the key-

words “controlled ankle motion” OR “range of motion” AND “boot*”

OR “orthotic*”, “fracture” OR “diabetes” OR “Achilles”, “offload*” OR

“pressure” OR “biomechanics”, “foot” OR “ankle”. An example of the

full search strategy is presented in Additional file S1. Once the search

had been completed, all duplicate papers were removed manually

using Endnote (version 20.0.0.14672). A hand search was performed

on Google Scholar to acquire anymore potential papers. Following

this, titles and abstracts were screened by two review authors (M.L.S.

and W.S.) to identify all eligible articles. Both reviewers indepen-

dently evaluated and screened any full papers carried forward after

abstract screening.

Any disputes regarding suitable papers were discussed between

the two reviewers and then escalated to a third independent

reviewer (R.A.W.) where necessary.

2.8 | Data extraction

The two review authors independently performed data extraction

using the Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal checklist for

quasi‐experimental non‐randomised studies standardised data

extraction form with the following data been extracted from each

article: study characteristics (lead author and year of publication),

study design, country, mean and range of age, intervention(s),

comparator, outcome measures, and summary of key findings. Any

discrepancies that occurred after independent data extraction were

reviewed through discussion between the two named authors and

resolved through discussion with the third reviewer when necessary.

2.9 | Assessment of methodological qualities

An independent assessment of risk of bias was performed by the two

review authors using the Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal

checklist for quasi‐experimental non‐randomised studies, to provide

a versatile and comprehensive evaluation of study designs, aligning

with the multifaceted nature of CAM boot research. No study was

excluded based on their methodological quality.

2.10 | Analysis

Following methodological quality assessment, studies, and their data,

were grouped according to outcome measures. All data were

assigned into the following four groups: kinetics, kinematics, spatio-

temporal parameters, and foot pressure.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study selection

The search yielded 281 articles, of which 13 were retrieved from full‐
text screening. All 13 of these studies were in line with the inclusion

criteria. The full selection and screening process can be seen in a

PRISMA 2020 flow diagram (Figure 1).

3.2 | Quality assessment of included studies

Methodological quality assessment results are presented in Table 1.

All studies were marked “Yes” for six of the nine criteria. All studies

were marked as not applicable (‘N/A’) for two of the nine criteria.

This was due to studies being a within‐subject experimental trial

whereby the data were collected in one testing session, so pre‐ and
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post‐intervention measures/follow ups were not applicable. Sommer

et al. [29] was the only study to be marked “No” for any criteria as it

did not have a control group as a comparator.

3.3 | Characteristics of included studies

Table 2 contains an overview of study characteristics. All studies

were of a within‐subject study design and did not have any partici-

pant follow‐up. Participants were recruited from five different

countries: USA, UK, Sweden, Finland, and Switzerland. The sample

size of participants recruited for studies ranged from ten [5, 6, 22, 23,

29] to 40 [20], with a total of 197 (113 male and 84 female) partic-

ipants across all studies. 11 of the 13 studies used a mix of male and

female participants, with two using only males [1, 5]. All studies used

healthy participants, with seven specifying participants had no

previous history of lower extremity injuries [1, 19, 20, 22, 24–26],

two studies making reference to the absence of injury that may affect

gait [5, 20], one study made reference specifically to excluding any

participant with previous Achilles tendon injury [29], and another to

diabetes [23]. Mean participant age ranged from 20.7 to 45.0 years

[20, 27], with the mean age reported in all but two of the 13 studies

[19, 28]. Age range was reported in four studies [19, 23, 26, 28],

ranging from 18 to 59 years.

3.4 | Interventions

All the studies in this review include the use of at least one standard

tall CAM boot. Table 3 contains an overview of study interventions

and findings. Four studies used only one CAM boot, using different

comparator conditions: open and closed toe total contacts casts, and

F I GUR E 1 PRISMA 2020 flow chart illustrating the literature search process.
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CAM boot with a felt insert [23]; two variations of carbon fiber ankle‐
foot orthoses [25]; a post‐operative sandal [19]; and CAM boot with

contralateral trainer and CAM boot with contralateral barefoot [20].

Nine studies compared between multiple CAM boots, varying be-

tween comparisons of different tall CAM boots [6, 22, 24, 29], tall

and short CAM boots [1, 26, 28], and tall and adjustable CAM boots

or RoM walker boots [5, 27]. Five of these nine studies use other

comparators as well as comparing between different CAM boots:

synthetic leg cast [22]; short cast [26]; dorsal brace [27]; post‐
operative shoe, forefoot‐relief shoe, and calcaneus fracture orthotic

[28]; and novel sprint‐loaded CAM boot [5]. Two studies paired at

least one CAM boot condition with the addition of a shoe leveler

worn on the contralateral limb [5, 28]. One study completed all

intervention conditions with and without crutches [26]. Finally, one

paper used the addition of heel wedges with their intervention

conditions, creating multiple conditions per intervention [25].

TAB L E 2 Overview of study characteristics.

Study

ID Study design Country

Sample

size Population

Mean age (SD); age

range (years)

[22] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 10

M: 6

F: 4

No prior history of lower extremity injury

or surgeries

27.2 (�3.6); age range not reported

[23] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 10

M: 5

F: 5

Non‐diabetic 30 (SD not reported); 26–35

[24] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 11

M: 6

F: 5

Healthy participants with no history of

major lower extremity injury

27.4 (�7.8); age range not reported

[25] Within‐subject

experimental

UK 15

M: 8

F: 7

Healthy adults (18<) with no previous history of

lower limb disorder

31.3 (�4.7); age range not reported

[19] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 20

M: 10

F: 10

Healthy participants with no lower extremity

injury 1 year before participation. Never treated

for major foot injury. Did not require or use

orthotic devices

Mean (SD) not reported; range 19–38

[6] Within‐subject

experimental

UK 10

M: 6

F: 4

Healthy participants 37.1 (�12.1); range not reported

[1] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 14

M: 14

F: 0

No significant injury to the foot and/or ankle and

no previous lower extremity surgery

24.1 (�3.5); age range not reported

[20] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 40

M: 20

F: 20

No neurological condition that affected gait,

no previous lower extremity surgeries, no lower

extremity physical therapy within 6 months

20.7 (�1.8); range not reported

[26] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 20

M: 10

F: 10

Healthy subjects of 18≤ with no history

of foot and/or ankle pathology

29 (SD not reported); range 18–59

[27] Within‐subject

experimental

Sweden 16

M: 8

F: 8

Healthy individuals Male: 45 (�3). Female: 44 (3); ranges

not reported

[28] Within‐subject

experimental

Finland 11

M: 5

F: 6

Healthy individuals Mean and SD not reported; range

26–38

[29] Within‐subject

experimental

Switzerland 10

M: 5

F: 5

Free of acute and/or chronic musculoskeletal,

neurological or cardiological diseases

32.5 (�10); range not reported

No previous issues with Achilles' tendon

[5] Within‐subject

experimental

USA 10

M: 10

F: 0

Healthy and free from injury and any condition

that may alter typical walking patterns

26.6 (�7.5); range not reported
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TAB L E 3 Overview of study interventions and findings.

Study

ID Intervention(s) Comparator Outcome measures Key findings

[22] Short synthetic leg cast, 4

commercially available short leg

walkers: Bledsoe walker boot; Three‐
D orthopedic Samson; Royce

equalizer; cam walker.

Participant's own shoes Temporal‐spatial parameters

Lower limb joint kinetics and

kinematics

Synthetic cast the only condition to

significantly alter spatiotemporal

parameters.

Hip – no significant difference

Knee – flexion significantly reduced

in cast only

Bledsoe the only intervention to

report non‐significant changes

across all parameters

[23] Open toe total contact cast; closed

toe total contact cast; fracture

walker; fracture walker with felt

insert

Barefoot Plantar pressure All experimental conditions

significantly reduced peak plantar

pressure at the first metatarsal

compared to barefoot. The fracture

walker and fracture walker with

insert significantly reduced heel

pressure

[24] Two different CAM boots: Gait

walker; equalizer

Laboratory running

shoes

Ground reaction forces (GRF) and

three‐dimensional (3D) joint

kinematics and kinetics

CAM boots did not significantly

reduce ankle RoM in the sagittal

plane

Significant increase in ankle sagittal

plane moment

Significant decrease in ankle

eversion

Significant increase in knee flexion

Significant decrease in hip adduction

Both boots increase impact

peak GRF

Gait walker increases mid‐
stance GRF

[25] Rigid, rocker‐bottom “Aircast

walker” CAM boot; carbon‐fiber A

ankle‐foot orthosis; carbon‐fiber B

ankle‐foot orthosis. All conditions

were combined with 3,2,1, and 0 heel

wedges all of a 1.5 cm thickness. A

total of 4 conditions within each

AFO design.

Participants own

footwear

Speed; range of motion; heel

pressure; forefoot pressure; terminal

stance duration

Aircast CAM boot walker showed

the greatest reduction in range of

movement

Reducing the number of inserted

heel wedges caused a gradual

statistically different decrease in

heel pressure as dorsi flexion is a

permitted to a greater degree. This

caused increased plantar pressure

and increased time spent within

terminal stance, subsequently.

[19] Rigid postoperative sandal; CAM

boot

All tested in 3 gait patterns: Level

walking, heel walking, and pivot

turns

Standard athletic shoe Peak pressure; contact pressure;

impulse

Short CAM boot significantly

reduces peak pressure and contact

pressure at the fifth metatarsal in

level walking and heel walking when

compared to the postoperative

sandal, and heel walking relative to

the control

[6] Ossur Rebound Air walker (WA);

DJO global Aircast FP walker (WB)

Standardised footwear Kinetics

Kinematics

Center of pressure

WA and WB increased knee flexion

to SF, WB was significant

Significant reductions in knee

adduction moments in WA and WB

compared to SF

WA hip extension moments were

significantly different to both WB

and SF

(Continues)
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T A B L E 3 (Continued)

Study

ID Intervention(s) Comparator Outcome measures Key findings

[1] Short CAM boot; tall CAM boot Barefoot Sagittal plane talocrural and subtalar

joint kinematics

Both CAM boot significantly

reduce talocrural RoM, with a

significantly greater decrease seen

in the tall > short tall boot

significantly reduced the

subtalar RoM

[20] Orthopedic boot on right foot, left

foot trainer; orthopedic boot right

foot, left foot barefoot

Standardised running

shoes

Spatial‐temporal parameters

Kinematics: Peak joint angles

Kinetics: Peak ground reaction force;

internal joint moments

Comparing both boot conditions to

bilateral shod: significant decrease

in walking velocity. All three planes

had significant increases in peak

pelvic and thorax motion. Significant

differences in motion at the knee

and hip in all three planes except for

the transverse plane on the short

limb.

Peak ground reaction forces on the

long limb were reduced but

significant. Peak anterior‐posterior

GRF differed significantly across all

conditions and side. Hip and knee

joint moments were significantly

different in all three planes of

motion, with the only exception in

the frontal plane on the short

limb.

[26] Walking with and without crutches

in 3 experimental conditions: Short

leg cast, high fracture boot, low

fracture boot

Walking with and

without crutches in

participants own shoes

Sagittal tibiotalar range of motion;

peak plantar surface force

Short leg casts and high fracture

boots were effective in

immobilisation in both weight

bearing and non‐weight bearing

conditions. Short fracture boots

were effective at immobilising the

ankle joint during non‐weight

bearing only

All reduced the peak plantar

pressure in comparison to

control

[27] Rigid AFO; adjustable AFO; dorsal

brace

Unbraced walking in

stockings

EMG activity; plantar pressure;

ultrasound of Achilles' tendon

displacement

Increasing plantar flexion

significantly reduces Achilles

displacement in rigid and

adjustable AFO.

Dorsal brace does not significantly

alter displacement

Greater plantar flexion progressively

decreases forefoot pressure

Soleus EMG activity decreases as in‐
boot plantar flexion increases.

Conversely, tibialis anterior activity

increases

[28] Postoperative shoe; forefoot relief

shoe; short walker boot; high walker

boot; calcaneus fracture boot; high

walker boot with orthotic shoe lift

Running shoes Peak pressure; contact areas;

contact time; force time integral;

maximum force

Reduced peak forefoot pressures in

all foot orthoses; no significant

reductions in midfoot pressures;

calcaneus fracture orthosis was the

only orthotic to significantly offload

the hindfoot
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3.5 | Kinetic parameters

Kinetic parameters were reported in six of the included studies [5, 6,

20, 22, 24, 29]. Four studies comparing to a control group of bilateral

shod illustrated bilateral extensor moments and ipsilateral adductor

moments were reduced at the hip and knee [24], with results being

significant (p < 0.05) in three of these studies [6, 20, 22]. There were

no significant changes in knee or hip joint work done during CAM

boot wear, although Bruening et al. [5] showed trends toward an

increase in both joints.

3.6 | Kinematic parameters

Nine of the included studies reported kinematic outcome measures

[1, 5, 6, 20, 22, 24–26, 29]. Ipsilateral ankle RoM when wearing a

CAM boot was significantly reduced when compared with a control

condition [1, 5, 26], although this was not consistent across all papers

[24]. Ipsilateral knee flexion increased (p < 0.05) [6, 20, 24], whilst

contralateral knee flexion decreased (p < 0.05) [20]. Ipsilateral knee

abduction is significantly reduced, whilst contralateral knee abduc-

tion is increased (p < 0.05) [20], although not all differences are

significant [6, 22]. Hip flexion and adduction were reduced (p < 0.05)

in the contralateral limb [20] and increased in the ipsilateral limb

(p < 0.05) [20], although not all findings for hip flexion and adduction

were significant [6, 22, 24].

3.7 | Spatiotemporal parameters

Spatiotemporal parameters were reported in six of the studies

included in this review [5, 20, 22, 25, 26, 29]. Trends to suggest CAM

boot wear reduces walking speed when compared with control con-

ditions were reported [5, 22], with significant reductions in two studies

(p < 0.05) [20, 25]. Significant reductions in self‐selected walking

speed can be seen in different CAM boots (p< 0.05) [29]. Contact time

increased significantly in the ipsilateral limb (p < 0.05) [20].

3.8 | Foot pressure

Outcome measures of pressure were reported by six of the included

studies [5, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28]. CAM boots significantly decreased

forefoot pressure compared to walking in trainers [23, 28] (p < 0.05

and p < 0.01, respectively) as well as increasing heel pressure

(p < 0.05) [5, 22, 27], with a correlation between the increase in heel

pressure/decrease in forefoot pressure and an increase in plantar-

flexion through the use of heel wedges [25].

4 | DISCUSSION

This systematic review aimed to summarise the biomechanical ben-

efits and implications of CAM boot wear as an orthotic device for

restricting ankle RoM and offloading the foot, with specific interest

taken to lower extremity joint kinetics, kinematics, foot pressure, and

spatiotemporal parameters of gait. The studies included in this re-

view were not without methodological limitations; there were no

longitudinal studies retrieved by this review and all included studies

used healthy participants, so findings might not be transferrable to

patients with pathologies that commonly receive CAM boot pre-

scription. Furthermore, the studies in this review used a variety of

different CAM boots which vary in design. Therefore, any in-

consistencies in findings could be due to variability in performance

T A B L E 3 (Continued)

Study

ID Intervention(s) Comparator Outcome measures Key findings

[29] Three commercially available

stability boots from three different

manufacturers: Kuenzli; orthotech;

OPED

N/A RoM

Joint kinematics

Spatiotemporal parameters

Kuenzli and Vacoped have

significantly greater plantarflexion

immobilisation than orthotech

Plantarflexion impulse is significantly

different across all three boots and

highest in Vacoped

Vacoped had significantly lower knee

flexion

All boots showed between‐limb

spatiotemporal differences

Between boot center of pressure

difference observed

[5] Traditional CAM boot; range of

motion walker boot; custom built,

experimental spring‐loaded boot

In all boot conditions the boot was

worn on the right foot with a shoe

leveler worn on the left limb.

Athletic trainers GRF and plantar pressure metrics;

impulse; spatiotemporal parameters;

ankle, knee, and hip joint kinematics

All boots significantly reduced ankle

range of motion with the traditional

CAM boot been the most effective.

Spring‐loaded boot showed

significantly lower peak pressures in

the forefoot and hindfoot when

compared to all other conditions.
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between CAM boot designs and findings should not be generalised

across different designs. These methodological inconsistencies

compromise any between‐study comparisons and any such compar-

ison should be interpreted with some caution.

This systematic review suggests that CAM boots can be used to

restrict ankle RoM [1, 5, 26], although the findings of Zhang et al. [24]

opposed this. Whilst their method allows for in‐boot analysis of the

movement of the foot and ankle, it potentially compromised the

structural integrity of the boot removing substantial parts of the

CAM boot, as can be seen in Figure 2. It should be considered, in

future research, that cut outs of this size which expose large portions

of the foot and ankle could have serious consequences on the

structural integrity of the boots and reduce the validity of results,

with the potential for variables such as ankle RoM to be inaccurate.

This can be supported with a comparison to studies which adopt

different analysis methods. Methods placing retroreflective markers

on the outside of the boot where it is thought that the anatomical

landmarks might be (Figure 2) do not have any consequences

regarding the structural integrity of the boots. However, it could be

suggested that “real” ankle RoM is not being measured, but instead,

the movement of the boot is captured. Nonetheless, studies using this

methodological approach contradict the findings of Zhang et al. [24],

suggesting that ankle RoM is reduced and the ankle joint is immo-

bilised by CAM boots, with 13.2° RoM in the CAM boot compared to

48.6° in the shoe condition [5]. McHenry et al. [1] and Nahm et al.

[26] used fluoroscopic imaging to non‐invasively analyze in‐boot

ankle joint kinematics, having no structural impact on the CAM

boot yet allowing “actual” ankle movement to be measured. Both

studies showed significant reductions in ankle RoM when tall CAM

boots were compared to the respective control groups, suggesting

that tall CAM boots can effectively restrict the ankle. McHenry et al.

[1] also found short CAM boots significantly reduce ankle RoM

compared to barefoot walking (control), whereas Nahm et al. [26] did

not when comparing short CAM boots to shoe walking (control)

during weightbearing. It should be noted that these authors took a

different approach to measure the sagittal tibiotalar RoM, Nahm

et al. [26] measured RoM using three defined points in the stance

phase (heel strike, foot flat, and toe‐off), whereas McHenry et al. [1]

used the difference between peak plantarflexion and dorsiflexion.

This might explain the difference in their control groups with ankle

RoM and subsequent lack of significant difference between control

and short CAM boots RoM reported by Nahm et al. [26]. Nonethe-

less, both studies still found significance between boot differences.

This suggests that tall CAM boots are most effective for restricting

ankle RoM. This is further supported by the significant difference

shown by McHenry et al. [1] and Nahm et al. [26] when comparing tall

CAM boots to short CAM boots (p ≤ 0.05 and p = 0.002,

respectively).

This narrative synthesis has identified that joint kinetics and ki-

nematics at the neighboring joints (i.e., hip and knee) are altered

which might give reason to the common occurrence of secondary site

pain. Ipsilateral knee and contralateral hip pain are two of the most

frequently reported sites of pain during and following CAM boot

wear [2]. It could be suggested that this is because of the increased

work done by these joints [5]. However, research to support this, or

suggest the contrary, is limited. Increased ipsilateral knee flexion [6,

20, 24] with the additional mass of a CAM boot could contribute to

this also being a frequently reported site of pain. The increased knee

flexion poses issues to the iliotibial band as increased flexion causes

friction with the lateral femoral epicondyle, causing inflammation

[30]. Different boot designs can impose different alterations to gait

biomechanics [6, 29]. Sommer et al. [29] showed knee kinematics to

be significantly different between CAM boot designs with a VACO-

ped boot having a lower knee RoM than Künzli and Orthotech boots.

F I GUR E 2 (A) The boot and marker set used by Zhang et al. (10), and (B) the boot and marker set used by Bruening et al. (7).
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Similarly, knee and hip kinetics also differ depending on CAM boot

design, with significant differences in joint moments [6, 29].

The findings of this systematic review illustrate that CAM boots

can be used to unload pressure from the forefoot but not the hindfoot,

as all but one of the included studies in this review found a posterior

shift in foot pressure [23]. The degree to which the forefoot is off-

loaded can be amended by altering the degree of ankle plantarflexion

within the CAM boot [27], with a significant correlation found be-

tween a reduction in forefoot pressure and the degree of plantar-

flexion [25]. However, if the primary goal is to offload the forefoot, it

could be suggested that a tall CAM boot is not the most calculated

approach. Short and tall CAM boots [26] are both shown to signifi-

cantly reduce peak plantar pressures, but short boots are not as

restrictive to ankle RoM [26] and could therefore reduce the risk of

secondary site joint pain and muscle atrophy of the gastrocnemius and

soleus through disuse [25], thus helping to avoiding potential long‐
term muscle structural and architectural deficits. Furthermore, short

and tall CAM boots significantly decrease relative forefoot pressures

(p < 0.001) [28] which could advise their use for pathologies where

regional offloading is required, such as diabetic patients for the

treatment of plantar ulcerations. The influence of short CAM boot

offloading whilst maintain more ankle RoM than tall CAM boots might

make them better aligned for treating such pathologies with this

greater range of ankle RoM potentially maintaining a more natural

gait pattern and reducing secondary site injury and pain incidence.

4.1 | Strengths and limitations

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review evaluating the

effectiveness of CAM boots in limiting ankle kinetics, kinematics, and

plantar pressure. Extensive searches, with no restrictions on study

type besides reviews, was undertaken to identify all studies published

to date on this topic. However, we do acknowledge that we excluded

pathological cohorts. Instead, healthy participants' data were re-

ported to understand the biomechanical effects of CAM boots on the

lower limb, excluding cofounders that specific pathology might have

on lower limb kinetics and kinematics. Therefore, the application to a

clinical population may be limited, but the findings of this review do

provide insight to the mechanisms by which the use of CAM boots

can impact function. A meta‐analysis was not performed because of

the fundamental and methodological differences between papers.

However, a narrative synthesis provides an in‐depth overview of the

effects of CAM boot use that will help inform clinicians of the po-

tential benefits and secondary implications of CAM boot prescription

in clinical practice. The construction of the search strategy ensured a

full and comprehensive search was conducted, but we accept that

some specific terms might have been missed, so the inclusion of a

hand search was necessary in the search process because of the

unusual nature of terminology around CAM boots and biomechanics,

ensuring all relevant research was included.

5 | CONCLUSION

In summary, this systematic review shows that CAM boots restrict

ankle RoM, although there is a lack of research directly quantifying

in‐boot kinematics of the ankle joint during CAM boot wear without

the risk of impacting structural integrity. It can also be concluded that

CAM boots are an effective measure for offloading the forefoot,

although short CAM boots are a more appropriate orthotic where

forefoot offloading is the primary or sole purpose. This systematic

review has highlighted that future research should seek to measure

in‐boot kinematics without substantially affecting the structural

integrity of the CAM boot. This approach would permit a more nat-

ural gait pattern and a higher number of trials that can be collected in

one session than previously used methods of video fluoroscopy. The

studies included in this review used only healthy populations, limiting

the applicability of such studies to a clinical environment and path-

ological population. Longitudinal studies analyzing the effects of

CAM boot wear in patients living with specific pathologies are

required to fully understand the effectiveness of CAM boots for

rehabilitation.
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porting Information section at the end of this article.
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